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A CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR VISUAL DEFECTS ARISING IN SEMICONDUCTOR
WAFER INSPECTION
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In this paper we describe a novel scheme to characterize surface defects and flaws that arisc in semiconductor wafer processing.
This is done by analyzing the texture of an image of the defect. We have developed a taxonomy for textures, which classifies textures
into the broad classes of disordered, strongly ordered and weakly ordered. Disordered textures are described in terms of their fractal
dimension, strongly ordered textures are by the placement of primitives, and weakly ordered textures by the underlying orientation
field. We have developed an algorithm to measure the fractal dimension of a given texture. We use the qualitative theory of
differential equations to devise a symbol set for the weakly ordered textures in terms of singularities. We have devised an algorithm to
process an image of a defect and extract qualitative descriptions based on this theory.

1. Introduction Fig. I illustrates someconcretejargon that is
popularly used to describe different kinds of

The identification, description and classifica- anomalies and defects arising during wafer

tion of defects and anomaliesis a difficult prob- processtng.Such a schemeis ad-hoc, and a more
lem in processcontrol and automatedinspection, scientific schemets desirable.

Unfortunately, thereis no standardizedschemeto Texture plays a critical role in tnspecttng
describedefects and anomalies.Most of the fea- surfacesthat areproduced at various stagestn all
tures usedare highly subjective,and terminology types of manufacturing [21. For instance, in the
varies considerably. inspection of semiconductordevices,surface tex-

Hence, there is a needfor designinga standar- ture is an important factor that is used to decide

dized description scheme. The advantagesof a
standardizedschemeare that it will allow for a
description of new defectsthat may arise in the
future andthat cataloging thedefectswill become .‘ ___________

systematic[1]. Facedwith an absenceof standar- Hillocks Grass

dized symbols. inspectionpersonnelin the semi -__________

conductor industry are forced to devise peculiar ,/“~e~,/ ,‘~~E—,/
jargonto describevarious texturesthatarecreated Worm-hole Starburst

during the manufacturingprocess. ~

Speedhoat

Fig. I. Illustration of the jargon used by the semiconductor
* Formerly at the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. tjniver- industry to describe different kinds of visual defects arising

sity of Michigan. Ann Arbor. Michigan 48109.2110. USA. during the manufacturing process.
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the integrityof a fabricateddevice [3]. Sincemany roughness. The fractal dimension defines how
types of defectsare rich in textural content,we jagged or crumpled a surfaceis, D = 2 corre-
havedeviseda standardizedtaxonomy to classify spondingto a flat planeand D = 3 corresponding
anddescribetexturaldefects. to a highly spikedsurface.

This methodhasbeenimplemented[6], andthe
1.1. Theproposedclassificationscheme resultsof applyingthe method to someIC images

are shownin figs. 3a through3d. Theboxesin the
Fig. 2 shows the proposedscheme,which is image show the regions selected for roughness

hierarchically ordered. Texturesare broadly di- measurement.Thenumberswithin the boxesshow
vided into orderedand disorderedtextures,based the fractal dimensioncomputedfor that part of
on the presenceof repetitive primitive elements the image.
andthe directionalityof the texture.Textureshav-
ing neither directionality nor repetitivenessare
called disordered,e.g. sand.Texturesthat exhibit 3. Analyzing weakly ordered textures
repetition of some primitive element are called Weakly ordered,or orientedtexturesare char-
stronglyordered,e.g. brick wall, honeycomb.Tex- acterizedby local selectivity of orientation,which
tures that exhibit directionality (which may vary
locally) but do not containa primitive elementare canvaryarbitrarily overthe entireimage.In otherwords, the texture is anisotropic.Every point in
called weakly ordered, or flow-like, e.g., wood the image is associatedwith a dominant local
grains,fractographs.

orientation,and a local measureof the coherence
or degreeof anisotropy of the flow pattern. We
definethe orientation field of a textureimageto be

2. Analyzing disordered textures comprisedof two images,called the angle image
and coherenceimage. The angle image captures

In order to analyze disordered textures, we the dominantlocalorientationat eachpoint in the
needto describeparametersrelatedto the rough- texture tn terms of an angle, and the coherence
ness of the texture. For the measurementof
roughnesswe have implementedan algorithm to tmagerepresentsthe degreeof anisotropyat each

point in the texture.computethe fractal dimensionof a surface,called
the “reticular cell counting” apnroach[4]. The 3.1. Overviewof approach
fractal dimensionof the textureconsititutesa use-
ful measureof roughness.This is becausestudies Our approachto the problem of orientedtex-
haveshown [5] the fractal dimensionto correlate ture description is to view it as a two-stagepro-
very well with a human’s assessmentof surface cess.The first stageis concernedwith extracting

I Prim Wv.
textures

I Strong

I weakly ~

ordere~ ordered i Disordered

INon 1 IL arphase ~

Symbols ~Symmetrical ~ syrnmetricai ~ portraits ~( Roughness
frieze groups,I ‘average size, Spiral, I (Fracial 1

Parameters waIIp~r grou Ishape disiributon saddte, node dimension)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the taxonomy for texture.
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an orientationfield from the raw image. We use 3.2. Obtaining theorientation field
the algorithm developedby Rao and Schunck[7]
in order to extract the orientationfield. We presenta brief overview of the method for

The secondstageis concernedwith performing estimatingthe orientationof a texture field, and
computationson the orientation field in order to detailsmay he found in ref. [7].
derive a qualitative description.This is described There are five steps to estimating the local
in section4. orientationof the texture field:
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(1) smooththe imagewith a Gaussianfilter tuned tar to the direction of anisotropy.Let ~Ldenote
to the wavelengthof the pattern; the estimatedorientation angle at point (m, n),

(2) computethe gradientof the smoothedimage; found in the earlier step.To find the coherenceat
(3) find the local orientationangle; point (m, n), considerthe point (i, J)~where i

(4) averagethe local orientationestimatesover a andj are chosenso that they fall within a window
smallneighborhood; Wof prescribedsize aroundthe point (m, n). The

(5) computea measureof the coherence(the de- measureof coherenceis definedby
greeof flow-like texture)of the pattern.

The coherenceof the orientedtexturepatternis G~cos(O,~— o,~)
a measurefor how strongly anisotropicthe texture ~ = G (i,j)E W . (2)
is within a local neighborhood.Let the gradient ~ G1
vector at point (i, j) in the imagehavethe polar (i,f)e W

representationG. e’°’.Thus, the estimateof the
dominantorientation~ at the center (m, n) of an Thus, one can obtain a description of the tex-
N>< N neighborhoodof the image is givenby ture by using eqs.(1) and(2).

i=m±N/2 j=n+N/2

~ G,~sin 28,~ 3.3. Analyzing an orangepeeldefect

~ 1 1 i=pn—N/2j=n—N/2
= ~ tan i=m±N/2 j=n±N/2 An orangepeel defect ariseswhen the surface

~ cos 29. texture appears wrinkled, like the skin of an
i~m—N/2j=n—N/2 orange. Such a wrinkled texture is actually an

(1) orientedtexture,and the method describedin this
sectioncanbe used.

The estimatedorientationangle at (m, n) is then Fig. 4a shows an image of an orange peel
0mn + ir/2, sincethe gradientvectoris perpendicu- defect.The sampleconsistsof a silicon wafer that

a h

Fig. 4. (a) The original imageof theorangepeeldefect obtainedata magnificationof 500, using Nomarsk.iphasecontrast.(b) The
orientationfield overlayedon theoriginal imagein theformof white segments.
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has undergonean isotropic etch using hydrofluo- qualitatively different phaseportraitscan arise fot
nc andnitric acids.Thephotoresisthasa wrinkled linear systems[81.If X: R” —~ R° is a linear map-

appearance,and the appropriateclassificationfor ping. eq. (3) can he written in the form
this type of defect is to term it a weakly ordered

.~l)=X(x)=Ax. (4)texture. Fig. 4h shows the orientationfield over-
layed on the original image.The orientationfield whereA is the coefficient matrix.
is portrayed by white segments.such that the To examine the qualitative behavior in the
directionof thesegmentcorrespondsto theorien- plane. we must look at the fixedpoints or singular
tation of the underlyingtexture, and the length of points of eq. (3). When matrix A is non-singular.
the segment is proportional to the coherenceof we get the phaseportraits summarized in fig. 7.
the texture. The phaseportraits are shown in a neighborhood

Currently,inspection techntciansuse termsltke of the origin, which is the fixed point. The
“moderate” orangepeel and“severe” orangepeel nomenclaturefor the types of phaseportrait. viz.
to describethe severityof the defect.However, no node.saddle: star-node,improper node,dc/tier and
precise quantitative measureis available. Hence. spiral are standardterms in the geometrictheory

we proposethe following measurefor the severity of differential equations[9.8].
of an oriented texture defect, suchas orangepeel. In the caseof an affine transformationwe get
Find the averagecoherence~ over the image of
thedefect,where p is defined in (2). .~ ( t) = X( x) = Ax + b. (5)

In the caseof the image shown in ftg. 4. the where b is a constantvector. The aboveequation

averagecoherencemeasurefor the regionof orange hasa fixed point at
peel is 0.12, which representsthe severity of the
defect. x

1= —A ih (6)

One can treat a texture as being comprised of

4. Using phaseportraits to analyze the orientation piecewiselinear flow. What we must accomplishts
to uncover thedifferential equation,or the phasefield portratt that best matchesa portion of the given
texture. This will allow for a qualitative descrip-

The question thatwe addressin this section is:

given the orientation field, what higher level (svm- tion of the texturewhich is firmly groundedin the
holic~descriptorsof thefield are meaningful?This theory of differential equations. The process is

discussedin detail in ref. [10].will provide qualitativedescriptionsof the texture.
The problem is formulated with the help of Segmentationof the flow image into qualita-

conceptsfrom thegeometricapproachto differen- tively different classescan he performed once we
obtain an estimateof the formtial equations.The basic idea is to view a given

texture flow patternasbeingcomprisedof piece- ±~t) = Ax + b, (7)
wise linear flows, andto describeeach linear flow
by means of an equivalent phaseportrait. The where A and b are least squaresestimates.Least
phase portrait is a two-dimensional figure and squaresfitting is performedover successiveover-
representsthequalitativebehaviourof a systemof lapping windows of size 11 x 11 until the entire
differential equationsby a family of trajectories, image is covered. Fixed points can he identified

A system by using eq. (6).
Oncethe fixed points of variousphaseportraits

d
= -~J~= X(x). (3) areidentified, we can find ou thevaluesof matrices

A and ~ that representthe best fit at each fixed
where x is a vector in R” is called a linear system point. This informatton can he used to reconstruct

of dimension /1 if A’: R” —* R” is a linear map- the given texture within a neighborhoodof the
ping. It can he shown that only a finite numberof fixed point. This is the method we use in order to
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reconstructsalientfeaturesof the original texture. 4.1. Analysisof a resistgeldefect
To summarize,weobtain a segmentationof the

given texture andthe computationof a likelihood Fig. 5a showsa 240 x 240 imageof resistcenter
map describing the locations of stngularittes or defect,obtainedfrom ref. [11]. Theresultof apply-
fixed points.Theseresults are thenusedto derive . . . .ing the orientationestimationalgorithmdescribed
symbolicdescriptionsof the given textures,andto . . . .

in section 3.2 is displayed in fig. Sb. The orienta-
reconstruct the original texture based on these . . ‘tion field is calculatedfor eachpoint in the image,descriptions.

(a) (b)

(c) (e)

- node saddle spiral

(d)

Fig. 5. (a) The original image of the resist gel defect. (b) The orientation field overlayed on the original image in the form of white
segments. The length of each oriented segment is proportional to the coherence. (c) The segmented image. The different types of
phase portraits possible have been coded. Note that the areas around the defect are classified as spiral regions. (d) Shading key for

phase portraits. (e) Map of spiral fixed points.
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Description of given i~age:
Spiral fijed pointe located

at following points:—
Row — 14, col i7;

‘I
5.

/ /_..,Values of A and B matrices are:- 5.
it,A —0 1 ‘I

—1.0402 —0.0017 “ ~‘ —

5.’.-.—
,

B — —0.3111 0.4165
at (14, 17)

a b

Fig. 6. (a) Symbolic description of the input image. (b) Reconstructed image, based on this symbolic description. This corresponds to
the original image in fig. 5. Observe that the salient feature of the original image, namely the concentric circles of the texture, has

been captured in the reconstructed image.

TYPE OF PHASE APPEARANCE OFCASE JORDAN FORM PORTRAIT PHASE PORTRAIT

1) Real distinct (a) rxi o
eigenvalues [o ~1 NODE xi

Xi and X2 have
the same sign

with Xl>X2
(b) [~1 ~ SADDLE xi

Xi and X2 have
opposite sign __________

2) Equal (a) R° 01 STAR-NODE x2
eigenvalues Lo ~4 xl

Xi =X2=X0

(h) IMPROPER NODE

3) Complex ra —~1
x2eigenvalues L~ aj

Xl=cx+ so ________
(a) cm = 0 CENTER__ ~xIX2=cx— s)3

cx=l tr(A) _______
2

-,

2
(b) cm ~ 0

SPIRAL _________ xi

Fig. 7. Classification of different phase portraits based on the nature of the eigenvalues and the associated Jordan forms.
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but is displayed in a sampledform in order to to give a much more scientific schemeto describe
avoid clutter, and classify the samedefects.Table 1 illustrates

In fig. Sb, the orientationfield is overlayedon newtermsfor thejargoncurrently beingused.The
the original imageto aid comparison.The orienta- appropriatenessof the new schemecan bereadily
tion at each point is representedby meansof a seen by comparing fig. 1 which shows the ap-
line segment,whosedirection correspondsto the pearanceof the defects,with fig. 7, which shows
dominant local orientation, and whose length is linearphaseportraitsin the 2D case.
proportional to the coherence.Observe that the
segmentscapturethe orientationof the textureat
eachpoint, andorient themselvesalong the direc- 5. Conclusion
tion of dominantorientation.

Fig. Sc shows the initially segmentedflow In this paperwe presenteda novel method to
image.Segmentationis performedinto the follow- classify textural defects arising in semiconductor
ing classes:nodes,spirals,andsaddles(this is the wafer inspection.This method involves a taxon-
smallestnumberof equivalenceclasses).The seg- omy for textures. We haveprovided the qualita-
mentedregionsare gray-level coded,accordingto tive symbols that form the taxonomy and also
the schemeshownin fig. Sd. computational techniquesto extract these sym-

Fig. Se shows the spiral fixed point map. The bols.
map is printed such that the likelihood of a map Wepresentedresultsof applying this technique
point being a fixed point is proportional to the to real texture imagesof semiconductorwafers.
intensity at that point. The location of the fixed
point agreeswith the natureof theoriginal defect
image.
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